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Fall Music Festival
By JIM WOOD
Staff Writer
Sunday. September 24 is
the day Longwood rocks with
Its Fall Music Festival. Stubbs
Mall will be the site for a day
of outdoor music.
Taking the stage are Full
Stop, a JMV based Reggae
band familiar to Longwood.
turning out covers from such
artists as Marley. Josh, and
Steel Pulse; Crystal Sky. covering Hendrlx. the Doors, as
well as playing original material at their first Longwood
appearance. Last, but not
least, is the Jellyfish Blues
band, no strangers to Longwood, whose offerings are as
diverse as Bruce Springsteen

and the Dead. The Jellyfish
Blues band was last at Longwood for the Spring Music
Festival.
The festival will run from 1
p.m. to 10 p.m. and is presented by Sigma Phi Epsilon
and Alpha Gamma Delta In
cooperation with Phyllis
Mable and the office of Student Affairs.

Jellyfish Bluet on stage at last year'a 8pring Music Festival.

Longwood Feels Campus Organizations give Strong
Housing Crunch
Showing at Involvement Fair
By BETH LORD
Longwood is on the rise!
Were raising our admission
standards, striving for excellence in our academic departments, and planning to
expand our campus. But
progress has its price. Were
also accepting more students
than ever before, and
students need places to stay.
The Housing Office notified
18 new students over the
summer that they would have
to be housed at the Longwood
Motel until on-campus spaces
became available. "We made
sure we didn't put any freshmen out there, only upperclassmen transfers." said
Housing Director David Rettig. A few students in this
predicament decided to commute; others Just didn't show
up. In the end only 12 people
had to stay at the motel. Two
were moved on-campus
before the weekend was over,
and the last was scheduled to
get a room this past Friday.
Longwood's residence halls
have the capacity to house
2.193 students. Currently
they are housing 2.365. with
many students living in triple
rooms.
This overcrowding has

been a factor in the decisions
of many students to move offcampus. At the present time
750 are living off-campus after having been released from
their residence hall agreements or approved through
the off-campus lottery. This
brings Longwood students
Into contact with Farmville
residents and subjects them
to the town's laws.
According to Gerald
Spates. Farmville's Town
Manager, two laws affecting
off-campus students have
been expanded. The first was
enacted in response to calls
from parents complaining
about the overcrowded apartments in which their sons
and daughters lived. Today,
only a single family or 3
unrelated persons may legally
reside in an apartment or
single family residence,
consisting of separate
kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom facilities. This prevents
overcrowding and serves as a
safety measure in the event of
a fire or other emergency. The
second law states that the
(Continued on page 7)

By DENISE DAUBENSPECK
A large number of campus
organizations participated in
this
year
Involvement/Interest Fair. The various groups assembled Saturday in the Student Union to
display memorabilia and
promote the organizations.
Each of the organizations
present agreed that the event
was a great way to advertise
and obtain new members.
Additional comments were
made by those participating
in the fair. Members of Alpha
Sigma Alpha said "the displays show the uniqueness of
the different sororities, and
how different groups perform
ceremonies." Three members
of the Delta Zrta Sorority
commented "whenever you
want to find a pake to get involved, you can, and the fair
gives people the opportunity
to meet the members behind
the organization". A member
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity expressed his desire to get more people involved in the community and
try to ease the tension between college students and
the surrounding community.

The idea for the fair was
adopted from a work group at
the Longwood Student Leadership Conference. This event
was coordinated by Marie
Bristow and sponsored by the
S.G.A. Preparations for this
year's fair began last May and
extended into late fall. In
early spring a memorandum
was distributed to various
campus organizations detailing the purpose, structure,
and deadlines for the project.
The introductory letter was
followed by an interest meeting In which one representative from each organization
was requested to attend. The
only formal requirement involved was the completion of
an application form used to
reserve a display table.
This year was the first time
the Interest Fair was combined with Involvement
Week. This week numerous
events were scheduled to
arouse
interest
and
participation among the
student body. The events
available included the Steven
Wright concert. Xlaopo
Hung's lecture on the China
Student Protest. Al Romes
and Gary Stevens per-

formance, the lip sync contest, and the presentation of
"Gorillas in the Mist."
(Unfortunately, the move was
cancelled due to technical
difficulties.) Those who
attended these events
received a raffle ticket that
qualified them for numerous
prizes, including Longwood
cups. mugs, keychains. teddy
bears, pillows, sweatshirts,
and twenty to thirty dollar gift
certificates. These prizes were
awarded at the conclusion of
the Involvement Fair.
Several organizations felt
the success of the fair depended upon its location and
wished the weather had permitted an outdoor affair. Despite the location and desire
for a better turn out. the fair
appeared to be successful.
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Letters to the Editor

Business Manager
Sarah Tetterton

Concern for Writing Skills
Dear Editor
We are constantly trying to
Improve our educational system. We provide computer
classes, pre-business classes
and psychology classes so our
children can be better prepared for life. These classes
have much to offer, unfortunately basic skills such as
writing are getting lost In the
scuffle.
For our children's sake we
cannot forget the fundamentals. Advanced college
preparatory classes should
have a basis In writing
classes since writing is a
basic form of communication.
A student may take college
prep classes and realize that
those classes aren't helping
him/her in their English 101

class where basic writing
skills are required.
There are many aspects of
writing that are key to a person's success. Proper grammar Is necessary in speaking
and writing effectively. If one
is to get their point across,
they must be able to organize
their thoughts. The ability to
write clear, concise memos
and business letters are important In a professional and
every day setting. A muddled
letter can cost someone a
major account, or It can
hinder warranteed work on a
new dryer.
Writing classes should be
thorough for our children's
best Interest. Another Important point to remember is
that every teacher should

emphasize writing in their
classes. Assignments that include writing essays, research
papers, business letters, or
any other writing assignment
can only help students. Practice in good writing skills is
key to good communication
skills. Writing effectively
should be stressed on the
same level as speaking effectively.
There are many different
forms of writing, and all of
them are important. As
teachers we do our students a
favor If we assign written
tasks. The student sees that
we think writing is important
to learn, and our editing their
papers, a crucial atep in
teaching effective writing.
shows them we really read

To the Editor
As a future teacher of writing I would like to express my
concerns and values about
the importance of writing. I
belive there are too many
young adults sitting in the
high school classroom thinking."! don't need to learn this.
I'll never have to write for my
job." There are most likely a
few college students with this
same attitude as well.
Everyone in our society will
have to put what they need to
say into words at one time or
another regardless of their
profession. Suppose you are

traveling and have a bad experience with the airline you
chose or the hotel where you
stayed. You may want to
make the administration of
these businesses aware of the
problem so they can correct
it; you may want to request a
refund from the company; or
you may Just want to warn
others so they can avoid
making the same mistake you
did. Phone calls will probably
not be effective. A letter, when
written clearly and directly,
however, will probably produce the effect you want.
There are other reasons for

learning to write. At one time
or another you may need
something (a scholarship, a
loan), and an essay expressing your needs and desires
may be in order. If you can
say what you want to convey
clearly and efficiently, you will
have increased your chances
of getting what you want one
hundred per cent.

Advertising Manager
Jill Loges

their papers while it helps
them Improve their writing.
Teachers are supposed to
prepare
students for
adulthood, and adults are
expected to be able to express
themselves on paper.
It cannot be emphasized
enough how important good
writing skills are. People are
expected to be able to
communicate through the
written word, and this skill
must be taught thoroughly in
school. A 4.0 In pre-buslness
classes Is no substitute for a
4.0 in a creative writing class.
As elementary and high
school teachers it is our duty
to maive sure our students
are competent in their writing
skills.
A future teacher

a misconception that there is
a right way to express yourself. There are certain formats
used in business letters and
essays, for example, but what
about stories and poems?
Anyone can tell a story well
and anyone can write a poem.
Unfortunately our schools
in America have Instilled in
you people's minds that there
are right ways and wrong
The most wonderful kind of ways of writing. I hope some
writing, though, is creative of this can be erased somewriting. So many people say how, and people will become
that they Just cannot write. I more free to express thembelieve everyone can write. selves in writing.
For some reason there exists
A student
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Sports Editor
Lindy Seymore

Features Editor
Monica Gilbert
News Editor
Stephanie Neeley
Faculty Advisor
William C. Wood

ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed In
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College.
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be signed, typed or
printed neatly, state the
author's years, and major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda Is an Amertcan
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804)395-2120.

Editors note: All future
letters to the Editor must be
signed or they will not be
printed. However, author's
name can be withheld by request. This change 19
rejlected In the new Rotunda
Policy on this page.
caiNnaunm
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Huang Speaks on China Crisis
By Ryan Heck
On Tuesday, September
12. at 7:45 p.m.. Xlaopo
Huang, a citizen of China,
gave her personal view of the
recent turmoil In China and
put It in a historical
perspective. The lecture was
attended by approximately
thirty people, predominantly
Longwood students and
faculty. Mrs. Huang divided
her lecture into two main
parts: her view of China
looking from the present into
the past and her personal
thoughts on the recent prodemocracy
riots
in
Tianamen's square and the
subsequent military actions
by the Chinese ruling party.
In the first part of her address. Mrs. Huang stressed
that this sort of rebellion was
common for the Chinese people. She gave as example her
own teenage years when she
participated in the redguard
movement that brought about
a restructuring of chairman
Mao's government. Also she
told how her parents had
originally participated in the
formation of the People's Republic of China in the early
1930s. Mrs. Huang felt that
this trend was due to the fact
that China has never had a
government which will allow

it to grow and change with its
peoples' needs and demands.
However, she does not believe
that these periodic revolts really have any drastic lasting
change. The revolt that put
the communists in power really didn't help anything, and
the cultural revolution that
Huang participated in In
1966 only resulted in Mao
being able to get rid of certain
elements in the government
that he did not like. The
students, disillusioned and
cynical, were sent away to the
countryside for "re-education"
by the peasants.
As far as the more recent
riots in China, Xlaopo has
mixed views. On one hand
she thinks that the prodemocracy riots are an
important step In China's
maturation, but on the other
hand she feels that the riots,
at least for the present, may
have slowed progress down.
She was impressed by the
students' courage and by the
support she received from the
rest of the Chinese people.
She did feel, however, that the
students had pushed too
hard. She thought the
students would
have
accomplished much more by
making compromises with
Don Chow Ping instead of

support
party
your
choice!
DISCOUNTS ON ORDERS OF 10 OR MORE PIZZAS.

forcing the government to
take military action.
Mrs. Huang appeared to be
rather optimistic for the future, although things may be
more strict In China for a year
or two. the seed of rebellion
has been planted and will
come to harvest before too
long. It was made very clear
by Mrs. Huang that, even
though the Marxist socioeconomic of government had
failed, any new. more
democratic government was
not simply going to be a carbon copy of the United States.
She said that China must
look to the U.S.. to the world,
and most importantly to
China herself for inspiration.
China has her own history,
culture, and customs that
make it a unique unto itself
and which will prevent it from
Just adopting from any one
country.

The emergence of the ated Universities, Tenn; and
greenhouse effect. Its impact Arthur M. Squires. Virginia
on the worlds climate, the Tech.
ecology of the planet and our
At 8 p.m. that evening, insociety, will be the topic of an ternationally known expert
international symposium Paul Ehrlich will discuss
Sept. 29-30 at Virginia Techs "New World/New Mind: ComDonaldson Brown Center for ing to Grips with Global
Continuing Education.
Warming."
"As an institution of higher
On Saturday. Sept. 30. the
education." said university program will run from 9 a.m.
president James McComas. "I to 12:30 p.m. with presentathink it is Important for tions by Stephen Schneider.
Virginia Tech to take an in National Center for Atmodepth look at Issues that spheric Research. Boulder.
confront our society and help Colo.; Thomas Lovejoy. assisput them into perspective for tant secretary for external
the people of Virginia and the affairs, Smithsonian Innation."
stitution; and John Harte.
McComas said that while University of California.
the program may sound tech- Berkeley.
nical, it is designed for the
There is a $40 registration
layman. "This is an issue that fee for non-Virginia Tech facaffects everyone. Our program ulty and students. The cost
is designed to help the non- includes symposium proHELP WANTED technical person understand ceedings, reception and
the reality and consequences breaks.
of climatic change."
University distinguished
COLLEGE/CAMPUS
The symposium is spon- professor Paul Zweifel said. "It
sored by the university's dis- is important for people to
REPRESENTATIVE
tinguished professors and understand the reality of the
Earn Top $. Flexible President McComas. It is the crisis created by global
hours...enjoyable...reward- first in a series of annual warming.
ing...gross up to $20,000 symposia which will address
"We may already be beginper year by helping friends issues of concern to the world ning to see the consequences
of this phenomenon in higher
receive grants/scholar- community.
Hosted by university dis- global temperatures, shifting
ships. For info, please call:
tinguished professors John climatic patterns, droughts,
(213) 967-2115.
Cairns, biology, and Paul etc. In any event, severe efZweifel. physics, the sympo- fects will be found early in the
has attracted an inter- next century. Today's probHELP WANTED sium
lems are a modest preview of
national panel of experts.
The program begins at 1 what will be In store for us in
p.m..
Sept. 29. with presenta- the future."
ACT IN TV
For information on registions by Thomas Rosswall.
COMMERCIALS
Swedish Academy of Sci- tering for the conference,
HIGH PAY
ences. Stockholm; Alvin W. contact Linda Leffel at
No experience...all ages — Welnberg. Institute for Energy 703/231-5182.
kids, teens, young adults, Analysis. Oak Ridge Associfamilies, mature people,
Humor
animals, etc. Call Now!
CHARM STUDIOS
1-(800) 447-1530
Ext. 514

Snorkin

392-1820
LONGWOOD VILLAGE

00
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Global Warming
Symposium

OFF

ANY LUNCH PIZZA
Valid Mon.-Fri. only, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. only.
1 COUPON PER ORDER PLEASE. EXPIRES 10/1/89.

FREE 40" CARNIVAL NOID
TO THE FRATERNITY OR SORORITY ORDERING THE
•MOST PIZZAS DURING THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 1824th. PLEASE INDICATE FRATERNITY OR SORORITY
NAME WHEN ORDERING. WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN THE OCT. 2 ISSUE OF THE ROTUNDA.

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative
you'll be responsible tor placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs lor clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many ol our reps stay
with us long after graduation. H
you are sell-motivated, hardworking, and a bit ol an
entrepreneur, call or write lor
more Information to:
AMERICAN PAS9AOE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648

1 (MO) 727-6783 or
(312) 647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE
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Challenge
'90

"Barbara L. Bishop: A the curators wrote: "The play world. As one art critic noted.
By BILL FROUDE
Bishop's
Earth
Shield
collages
of
Intense
light
on
a
small
Retrospective Collection" Is
CHALLENGE, a liberal arts
on exhibit In Longwood Col- country church transforms "are built from delicate layers career fair for seniors, will
lege's Bedford Gallery through its facade into stark and that have the earthy colors once again take place this
stringent shapes. They endow and textures of animal fall. This year it will be held at
October 8.
The exhibit features 69 the modest structure with skins."
Washington & Lee University
The Indian Influence ex- on Thursday, October 26,
works, from a span of 26 eternal grandeur..."
The earliest works in the tends into her Sacred Land 1989. Usually there is some
years In the artist's life. Inexhibit
are a small painting works and into molded paper confusion as to what this
cluded are paintings, drawentitled
The Below of the vessels with "Interior land- program is all about, so ...
ings, photographs, prints,
handmade paper collages, Earth and the woodcut titled scapes" — tiny ladders and
What is CHALLENGE?
The Trees and No Moon, both bones suggesting Pueblo Inand baskets.
—An award-winning career
dian kivas.
Bishop is professor of art done in 1962.
fair for seniors from nine
Other baskets in the ex- colleges, including Longwood
at Longwood. She was head of
The large canvas that caphibit
are constructed of flat
the college's art department tures the visitor's eye on
—Information sharing beand
round
reed, seagrass, pa- tween students and represenfrom 1970 to 1984 and first entering the gallery is a 72executive director of the by-80-oil, painted in 1969. per rush, and grapevine, tatives from over 70 national
Longwood Fine Arts Center.
The painting's small Earth- many with the addition of and regional corporations and
The exhibit is sponsored by like orbs against an encom- feathers, date stalks, yarn, organizations
the Longwood Fine Arts Cen- passing large circle suggest rope, beads, metallic fiber,
—Informational Interviews
ter and is the featured show both the Incredible energy straw, or paper fringe. Some and some formal interviews
for this year's Thomas Sully and the absolute order of the of the basket materials were scheduled in advance by
Dinner. The dinner and a universe. The artist's use of dipped in dye or painted.
employers.
One of the most beautiful
gallery talk by the exhibit's white paint over gray proWhy Attend CHALLENGE
curators are scheduled for duces the effect of rays of ce- baskets is "Wedding Vessel,"
—To receive information
constructed of recycled bridal about employers and Job
Saturday evening. September lestial light.
16.
The "strongest drawing" in gift wrapping paper and openings
The public Is invited to the exhibit. Bishop feels, is adorned with quail feathers.
—To participate In possible
"I never throw anything on-site interviews
view the exhibit during the Ridgeway Fall, done in 1979.
following hours: Monday The work consists of a back- away." Bishop said. "My stu—To have a chance to obthrough Friday. 9 a.m. to ground rendering of tree dio contains an incredible serve the competition (other
noon and 1 to 5 p.m.; Satur- trunks and leaves, with two assortment of odds and ends, students)
day and Sunday by ap- close-up studies superim- things that may find their
—To get a "Jump" on the
pointment. To arrange a posed on the large drawing.
way into my work."
other graduates in the Jobweekend visit to the gallery,
In her more recent Ritual search process.
Among Bishop's prints are
call 804-395-2295 or 395- lithographs, serigraphs, House collages, the fish motif
Who Can Attend CHAL2284.
silkscreens, intaglios, and has appeared.
LENGE?
In her future work. Bishop
The artist says her work woodcuts. A stunning exam—Primarily for the Liberal
says
she probably will con- Arts & Sciences Majors
shows the way she feels about ple of the artist's mastery of
nature.
complex printing processes is tinue the "house" theme, per—Business, Economics,
"Nature is the perfect re- Buckingham County (1972). haps with more fish or birds. and Human Services Majors
source for pattern, texture, consisting of three photo
Bishop Is a native of are also welcome.
movement, rhythm, direction silkscreens on plexiglass Roanoke. She came to LongCHALLENGE only happens
—It's all there." she said. The panels hung one in front of wood to earn her bachelor's once per year, so seniors it is
challenge is to narrow the the other.
degree In 1956. Her Master of now or never. According to
scope and make selections,
The four SX-70 (Polaroid) Fine Arts degree is from the Niki Fallis. Director of CPPC.
isolating the elements to fo- works in the exhibit are a de- University of North Carthe Fair was designed
cus on."
parture from the artist's usual olina/Greensboro, and she primarily to give Longwood
There are subtle connec- earth colors. Each of these studied prlntmaklng In Paris.
students access to employers
tions in all of Bishop's work. works is a series of three
She returned to Longwood who would not normally reOne connection is what the "manipulated" Polaroid as a member of the art faculty
cruit on campus.
So far,
exhibit curators describe as "a photos, mounted and framed in 1965.
over ninety seniors have alwill to geometric form." extogether. The predominant
Her professional contribu- ready signed-up. Here are
tending from the "dissolving color Is a glowing. Jewel-like tions and responsibilities
comments from three of the
circular forms suggesting red.
have Included serving as 100 seniors who attended last
earth-space shapes" In her
"When a Polaroid picture president of the Virginia Arts
earlier works to the Ritual first comes out of the camera, Education Association, fall:
"The career fair is a wonHouse series of handmade pa- the emulsion is soft, so you
secretary of the Virginia derful idea. It gave me the
per collages done in 1988.
can manipulate the images Alliance for Arts Education,
Even in her drawings, phowith a ballpoint pen or a cro- vice president and art editor chance to break the ice and
take the first step towards
tographs, and prints that sugchet hook." Bishop said.
of the New Virginia Review, entering the real world"
gest the bounty of nature In
About 1980. Bishop began and member of various
"... But most of all. the Job
exuberant foliage and lush
exploring the possibilities of committees for the Virginia
offers were not the most imgrasses, there Is "the intellec- handmade paper. She found It
Museum of Fine Arts.
portant thing. I learned more
tual frame of a clean, flat, gea versatile and satisfying
Bishop's work has been ex- about dealing with company
ometric structure."
medium.
hibited in more than 80 JuAnother connection in her
In a 1982 statement about ried and invitational shows representatives one-on-one
work is what Bishop calls "the her work with handmade paand promoting myself'
on the regional and national
focus on light dark relation"The career fair was a great
per, she said: "By tearing, level, in some 30 one-woman
ships.
experience
... the atmosphere
cutting, sewing, and layering shows, and is represented in
All of my works are interwas
inviting,
and I would recmould-made and cast paper. I
pretations." she said. "They am provided the means to public and private collections ommend It highly for the seare not meant to be the perfect construct surfaces which can throughout the United States. niors next year"
She has conducted workimage of reality. Even the
Seniors planning to particappear delicate, strong, se- shops in printmaking. phophotographs are planned to vere, and even alive with
ipate in CHALLENGE should
tography, and papermaklng
emphasize light and dark and movement."
for colleges, universities, and Immediately come to the
the Juxtaposition of forms
Career Planning & Placement
Her early handmade paper schools In Virginia. North Center (CPPC). 2nd Floor
and textures."
Perhaps the most striking collages seem to have been in- Carolina, and Pennsylvania. South Ruffner. Registration
example of that artistic plan spired by the American Inand resume deadline is
is the Briery Church series of dian and his appreciation
September 29, 1989. Don't
photographs. Of these works. and reverence for the natural
miss this opportunity!It

Notice
1. NOTICE TO ALL ST
DENTS: You are held a
countable for Information
the 1989-90 Longwood St
dent Community Handboc
and Calendar and the Lon
wood College Policie
Procedures, and Sanctlo
for Alcohol and Dru,
pamphlet. If you have r
received these requlr
documents.
Residen
students may pick them up
your residence hall fro
desk;
and
Commut
students may pick them up
the Commuter Resour
Center in Lankford Blc
Each student is responsil
for obtaining and reviewl
these documents.
2. Parking Remind*
Resident student parkl
spaces are outlined In whi
Commuter students park!
spaces are outlined in r<
Faculty/Staff parking spat
are outlined In light blue; a
ARA employees parkl
spaces are outlined In da
blue. Please know where y
can park. You are responsil
for knowing the parking ru
and regulations. If you do r
have a Parking Map. go by t
Campus Police to obtain
copy.
Thank you for your coo
eration in this matter. IF y
have any questions, plea
call me at 395-2490.

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
All services confidential.
Same day results.
116 N MAIN STREET

SOUTHSIDE PREGNANC
CENTER
24-HOUR HOTLINE
392-8483
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Sharp Answers

Dave Gamache — Thanks
for the gift from that special
place that keeps you alive InBy Tana Knott
side and out! You're right —
Karen R — Cheer up! It vitamins do relieve stress.
'What's for supper? Is an
will all work out for the best. Thanks for being a friend. — all too familiar question asked
It always does! — Kim
on an almost dally basis in
See you soon, Kim
most homes. Today, the
Laura — What kind of
Kathy and Jim — You answer can usually be found
shady business will we go thought it was over, didn't in the freezer or on the cabiInto next?! You're lots of you? We will return. Enjoy net shelves. In the most exlaughs! — Kim
the peace and quiet for ten treme cases, It might even
weeks. Thanks for everything. mean a quick trip to the suMargaret — We've lasted — Love. Kim2
permarket or a stop at the
through one bet, and I know
fast food stand.
we'll get through the other.
This summer, students
Amelia O.. — We'll miss
Hey, were almost there al- you while we're gone. enrolled in the Longwood
ready! — Kim
Remember, we're only 1 hour Summer Field School In
away. Good luck with Archeology took the question
Sherry — Congratulations Synchro. Come and visit us! back to the days before
on being #1! All that ner- — Love. Kim and Kim
golden
arches
and
vousness paid off! — Kim
microwaves.
In a month long study, five
Vickie T. — Thanks for beTo — The girls on South ing a great little 'sis' and a upper level and graduate stuRuffner. Here's to a great great friend. Good luck this dents explored the effectiveyear! You all are the greatest! semester. Don't forget "ISS"! ness of weapons used in the
You make my job easy and — Luv, Kim K.
Archaic and Woodland time
fun! — Your favorite RA
periods. One thing they found
out
for certain, bringing home
Dear Irene R.. — Thank
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority you so much for being my the bacon was not a simple
would like to congratulate the little sister — you did a great task. The
study was
members of the 1989 Spring Job! I will always treasure the conducted in conjunction
Pledge class for achieving the tassle. Best wishes and good with the on-going excavation
highest grade point average luck with your classes this of the Morris Field Archaeo(2.72) of all Panhellenic semester and with that new logical Site in Buckingham
Spring 1989 pledge classes.
beau. See ya soon! — Love ya County.
Archaeological students
lots. Kim N.
Alpha Chi Rho offers its
from Longwood, working unmost sincere condolences to
Charlie — Thanx for all ol der the direction of Dr. James
the brothers of Tau Kappa your help and patience. Keep W. Jordan, have spent the
Epsllon for the loss of their smiling! — PX
last five summers at the site
brother Dave Buchanan. His
located on the Appomattox
smile will be fondly rememShe-Ra — How's your River.
bered by all who knew him.
By studying projectile
head? Next time don't go to
points
and pottery sherds
Suicide
Hospital!
See
ya!
—
Hey Jule — What's that on
found
at
the site, the area apWTII.
the rug?! — Love, your
pears
to
have been used by
Roomies
He-Man — Have you fallen the Indians as a base camp
Tammy — Luv ya BA-A- off the face of the earth or are during hunting and gathering
Roo!! — Guess Who?!
you Just In the work twilight times as early as 5,000 years
To All Sororities — Good zone? — WTII.
before the present. Evidence
luck, with RUSH — Lets get
further reveals that it became
psyched! — Rho Chl's Fall '89
PJ — You're still my fa- a settled Indian farming
vorite DJ in the world! — AIT hamlet about 1,000 years
Karen — Keep smiling and and mine. "Circuit"
ago.
remember I'm here for you —
While most of the 40 colJust walk across the room!
Nells — (WT) How's my fa- lege students spent their days
Have you made a pot of cof- vorite dude? Thanx for everyfee? — AIT love and esp. thing you've done. You have in marked grids, painstakingly scraping dirt with a
mine, your roomie!
made my life so interesting!
hand trowel from their area.
AB — According to the Thank you for the instruc- Macon Coleman. Kathryn
teachers, there Is only one tions on teaching a cat how to Gray, Peter Pandazldes. Terry
thing that all people possess swim! — Love ya. WT II.
Scoles. and Joe West spent
equally. This is our loneliness
Squibby — Hey there girl! their time preparing for D— This is the cause of our You are such a great Day. Demonstration Day.
growing, but it is also the "roommate". I hope this will
Throughout the month, the
cause of our wars. Love, hate, let you know that you're a five utilized and honed their
greed and generosity are all real special friend! Some day knowledge of prehistoric
rooted within our loneliness, we'll get to Key West! Wasted weapons, eventually duplicatwithin our desire to be away In Margaritaville — ing the weapons as precisely
needed
and
love.
— Dave
as they could. Their inventory
Hyemeyhest Storm and Me
To the Sisters of Signa of weapons included four
Sweetest Baby — Thanks Sigma Sigma: — Congratula- spears, one Jabber, and seven
for a great weekend, being tions on winning the Tri- arrows. Several of the
points
were
with you made it special. Sigma National Chapter projectile
authentic,
the
others
were
Keep smiling this week even Achievement Award! I am so
though it will be rough. I'm proud of you all. Keep up the modern replications.
According to Dr. Jordan,
always here for you! — Love. great work and good luck
very
little research has beer
'Your Boy"
with RUSH. — Love and
conducted
in the area of
Hey Becky and Gina — mine, your advisor
measuring the effectiveness of
Sorry I didn't have a chance
Sharon — Hang in there prehistoric projectile points.
to say goodbye. Beware of and listen to what's In your The students modeled their
crossing the street, toll booths heart. Take care and remem- experiment after research
and bird*! Have a great ber. I'm only 1 hour away. — conducted by George H. Odell
semester. — Love. Kim
Love. Kim
and Frank Cowan which was

'fiefitoHaU

published in the Journal of
Field Archaeology, in the
summer of 1986. However,
even though the experiment
was somewhat similar, that
study focuses on the damage
to the projectile points during
use. not the actual effectiveness of the weapon.
An expert on projectile
points. Kenny Roberts, aided
in the experiment by knapping the points. The students
quickly confessed that the
project would have been even
more time consuming if they
had to do the tedious
chipping of the quartz that
eventually shapes into what
many of us refer to as an
arrowhead.
They soon found out that
the projectile points weren't
the only part of making
weapons that took lime and
patience.
"Preparing the shafts for
the spears and arrows took a
lot more time than we expected." explained Gray. Her
companions echoed in agreement. Hickory sapling, bamboo, red maple, and dogwood,
were searched out. cut.
stripped, shaved, and whittled down to size. Each shaft
took about an hour of handling before it began to take
on the appearance of a
weapon.
Duplicating the cordage,
used to tie the point onto the
shaft, was another tedious
task. Somehow, Kathryn was
the one to end up finding out
that the best material for the
cordage was deer tendon.
'The squirrel lntestin-2 rotted."
said the biology major without any inkling of disgust.
The tendon required some
preparation other than Its
removal, since it has to be
pounded with a rock to flatten
it out and then soaked.
Rawhide also proved to be
good material for cordage.
Instead of using super glue
or goop. the students, stuck
In their authenticity mode,
used pine sap to mount the
points to the shafts.
On L; D»iy, a sheep
carcass, don-i'ed'by an area
farmer, was used to complete
the experiment.
The
demonstration definitely
seemed to segregate the
enthusiastic archaeological
students from the mildmannered diggers and scrapers. Although many of the
students Joined in to listen to
the presentation given by the
team, few would leave their
seats under the shade of a
large canopy to view the
demonstration from close
range.
Kathryn and her professor.
Dr. Jordan, definitely showed
their dedication to their science. She would measure and

record the "effectiveness" of
each weapon, while Jordan
was on the scene recording
every moment of the demonstration with his camera.
During the demonstration,
five spears and four arrows
were launched; however, only
one arrow and two spears actually penetrated the carcass.
For the casual bystander, it
appeared that bringing home
the bacon, or the lamb chops,
was even more difficult than
originally predicted.
The students drew a different conclusion. After examining their data, the information
revealed that the weapons
which did penetrate were the
shaper tipped
modern
replications, suggesting,
perhaps, that the authentic
points when originally made
would have been sharper
thus making them more
effective.
Another factor the students feel made their
weapons less effective was the
lack of force at which the
weapons were launched. After
all, these were students, not
hunters whose main role In
life was providing for their
tribe. Interestingly, the
cordage made out of the
tendon and rawhide held on
every launch. On one of the
implements, man made fly
line was used and it broke,
leading one to wonder if fishermen made their own
cordage would we have fewer
fish tales?
As a result of our experiment, it is possible to conclude that prehistoric hunting
implements were in fact
effective tools," wrote the
team in their resulting paper.
"If we had time to Improve
on our weapon making techniques, we could probably
prove
that prehistoric
weapons were much more effective than the testing done
today." they agreed. '
After their study, one has
to wonder if the students will
stop and think before they
ask. 'What's for supper?"
Thl» article rrprlntcd from August 23.
1989 Issue of W* Farnwllle Herald

DO YOU WANT ONE OF THOSE
"GENUINE LONGWOOD"

Budweiser® Logo
T-shirts?
100% Cotton, pre-shrunk
All Sizes

$12
Tank Tops $10
Sweat Shirts $20
Send order to Rat & Co:. Box
#1027 (include name, phone num
ber and size)
Budweiser is a registered trademark of
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
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Writers needed for students Uneducated
"Campus View"
Submissions are being hard-hitting plea support to
sought for Penthouse's the Roe v. Wade decision to
"Campus View" column, musings about after-graduawhich begins its second year tion plans."
Students Interested in
of presenting essays written
contributing to the column
by and for college students.
invited
to
send
"Since Its debut in 1988. are
we have heard from students suggestions to Penthouse.
in every part of the country, 1965 Broadway. NY. NY
and Canada too," says 10023. They will be paid
"Campus View" editor Robyn $250 for pieces published.
Lee. "Their ideas ranged from

Willis River
Canoe Trip
By CHIP PIERCE
Come explore the scenic
Willis River by canoe. A Bear
Creek Lake State Park Ranger
will be your guide as you explore the natural splendor of
this unique tributary of the
James
River.
Come
experience the thrill of not
knowing what awaits around
the next bend as you navigate
your canoe downstream. This
is an adventure you will not
want to miss!
Meet at the office of Bear
Creek Lake State Park at 9:30
a.m. on Saturday, September
23. A fee of $4 per person applies and covers Instruction,
canoeing and safety equipment. The trip and instruction will last approximately
two and a half hours. Canoeing experience Is recommended.
Bear Creek Lake State
Park is located off of Highway
60 in Cumberland County.
From Farmvllle. follow 45
North to Route 60. Turn East
(right) on Route 60. Take the
first left which is Route 628.
Follow Route 628 to Route

629. Turn right onto Route
629. Veer to the right after
passing the lake to come to
the park office. Limited space
is available on this trip and
reservations are advised. For
reservations or more
information call the park
office at (804) 492-4410.
For your enjoyment the
park also offers camping,
picnicking, hiking and fishing. Plan to spend the weekend and have a real outdoors
experience.

IF YOU WANT TO BE
A PHYSICIAN,
WE'LL PAY FOR IT.
If you're willing to invest your skills
and knowledge as an Air Force
medical officer, we'll invest in you
and pay your v*iy through medical
school it you qualify It's the Armed
Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program It pays for:
* Tuition,
* Books, supplies, equipment and
lab fees,
* Plus a monthly income of more
than $650
Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
1 -800-423-USAF
TOLL FREE

.At
FORCE

College professors think
their students are not very
well educated.
Three-fourths of the 5.000
college teachers queried last
spring by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching said their undergraduate students are
"seriously underprepared in
the basic skills." preliminary
data reveal.
Complete results of the
survey, which the Washington, D.C.-based Carnegie
group conducts every five
years, will be released in
November.
Professors at two-year
schools complained most

frequently, with 84 percent
saying students lack basic
skills. Sixty-five percent at
libeial arts colleges said their
pupils don't know enough.
Two-thirds of those surveyed thought colleges spend
"too much time and money
teaching students what they
should have learned in high
school."
The data, says Carnegie
President Ernest Boyer. prove
"the nation's public schools
are disturbingly deficient."
To boost sagging language
skills. Boyer proposed that all
freshmen be required to take
an expository writing class.

Fire
Inspections!
Fire Inspections are scheduled to start Sept. 26 and end
Oct. 6. Make sure your room
complies with fire regulations!

LOWE Jo*4£R *******
H19 ROUND* <»OUT TV*
CAMPU* OP WOOOUIWN
COLLEGE.- .
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Lancers Win Two In Southside Twinbill
Longwood notched what it
was after in the Southside
Doubleheader over the weekend - a pair of shutout wins.
The lancers, behind tournament MVP Ray Jones beat
East Carolina 3-0 Saturday
and Catholic 2-0 Sunday for a
3-3 record.
Neighbor and co-host
Hampden-Sydney also went
2-0 in the twinbill at First Avenue Field, topping Catholic
5-1 and East Carolina 1-0.
The Tigers moved to 4-1 on
the season while the Pirates
slipped to 0-7 and Catholic to
2-5.
Next up for Longwood is
the Virginia Commonwealth
Soccer Classic Friday night
and Saturday afternoon. The
Lancers play Towson State at
8 p.m. Friday following a
clash between the Rams and
Kutztown at 6. Saturday,
Longwood plays Kutztown at
1 and VCU hosts Towson at
3. Longwood's next home
game will be Wednesday
(Sept. 27) against Virginia
Wesleyan.
Jones MVP. Career Scoring Leader
Jones, who had 3 assists
and 2 goals over the weekend,
continued to add to his career
records in both categories.
The all-time best Lancer
scorer. Jones has 54 career
goals and 31 assists.
He produced three assists
in Saturday's win over East
Carolina, setting up freshman

Housing
Crunch
Continued from page 1
owners of rental units must
provide town officials with the
names of all renters and a
local person who can be contacted if problems arise.
"Problems do sometimes
arise." said Mr. Spates, "but
students are usually very
cooperative. We don't have
problems like they do at other
schools."
Longwood administrators
are going to continue to
accept more and more
students. We're expected to
have 3500 in a few years. The
building of another dorm near
Stubbs and the construction
of the new library, resulting
in residential rooms In
Ruffner. Tabb. and French
when offices are moved into
the present library, should
make the transition easier.
Longwood will continue to
growl

Player
of the
Week

Mike MaKinster. who scored
13 seconds after coming in off
the bench, senior captain
While Jones was tournament MVP, teammates Mitch
Rubin and Steve Thompson
were named MVP midfielder
and goalkeeper, respectively.
Hampden-Sydney's Matt Farina and David Sommardahl
were picked as MVP forward
and back.
Joining Jones and Rubin
on the All-Doubleheader team
were Longwood back Pat
Temple, Hampden-Sydney's
Gar Whaley. Steve Guanleri
and Anderson Sale. Catholic's
Larry Kuhn. Damlan Reardon
and John Melndl. and East
Carolina's Austin Baste. Andy
Brltton and T.J. Aspden.

RAY JONES
■'-■

Lady

f

>

■

Seth Johnson (right) and John Barone (left) take on the
opposition in the Southside Tournament.

Lancers
Lady Lancer
drop to Netters get off
3-0
to Strong Start

The Longwood College field
hockey team suffered its second loss of the season In its
Getting its season off to a
first road trip of 1989. losing strong start. Longwood's
to Eastern Kentucky 3-0 at women's tennis team beat
Appalachian State on SunChristopher-Newport 7-2 last
day. The team's record now Monday afternoon In Newport
stands at 2-2-1.
News. The Lady Lancers,
In a winless week for the featuring a blend of veterans
Lady Lancers, the squad also and newcomers, won five of
battled the University of six singles and two of three
Richmond to a 0-0 tie in dou- doubles to start the season 1 ble overtime last Thursday.
0.
Longwood traveled to ApIn singles: Tracey Watson
palachian State Saturday to
(CN)
d. Jenny Holm (L) 0-6. 6face Eastern Kentucky and
Appalachian on Saturday. 3. 6-2 at No. 1; Jenny Proffltt
But the EKU game was (L) d. Amy Baker 7-6. 6-3 at
changed to Sunday because No. 2; Tracy Hogan (L) d.
of poor field conditions and Stephanie Seward 6-4. 6-4 at
the Appalachian game was No. 3; Suzle Lawman (L) d.
cancelled and will not be Angela Edwards 6-2. 6-2 at
No. 4: Lauri Labyak (L) d.
rescheduled.
This Friday the Lady Amy Mayes 6-2. 2-6. 6-4 at
Lancers host LaSalle at Bar- No. 5 and Laura Crigger (L) d.
low Field with game time Tracy Watson 6-2. 6-0 at No.
6.
scheduled for 4 p.m.

In doubles: Holm and
Profntt (L) d. Tracey and Edwards 6-2. 6-4 at No. 1;
Baker and Seward (CN) d.
Labyak and Heather Leach 61. 7-5 at No. 2. and Lawman
and Hogan (L) d. Mayes and
Tracy Watson 4-6. 6-2. 6-2.
Longwood visits Mary
Baldwin Monday. RandolphMacon Tuesday In a match
that was rained out Thursday
and hosts Meredith in its
home opener Wednesday at
2:30 on the Lancer Hall
courts.

Junior soccer forward Ray
Jones had quite a week. He
set a new Longwood record
for career goals (now 54),
scored three goals and
handed out three assists, and
was named Most Valuable
Player In the Southside Soccer Doubleheader.
For the fifth time during
his three-year stay Longwood,
Jones has been named
Longwood College Player of
the Week for the period Sept.
10-17. Player of the Week is
chosen by the Longwood
sports information office.
A two-time first team AllAmerican. Jones broke the
Lancer record for career goals
(51. held by Gus Leal) with a
goal In Longwood's 3-2 loss at
Shenandoah last Wednesday.
With two more goals over the
weekend. Jones now has 54
and counting.
Back at his more familiar
spot on the forward line after
playing some a midfield.
Jones had three assists In
Longwood's 3-0 win over East
Carolina Saturday and scored
twice in a 2-0 triumph over
Catholic Sunday. He was
named MVP in the 1989
Southside Doubleheader after
winning MVP forward honors
. his first two seasons.
Jones is the Lancer record
holder In every category for
goals and assists except as
sists In a game. He has the
most goals in a season (29).
game (5) and career (54) and
most assists in a season (18)
and career (31).
Bouncing back after a
serious knee at the end of the
1988 season. Jones has led
Longwood (3-3) with four
goals and three assists. He's a
business major.
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Lady Lancers suffer

Longwood Soccer Report
Record: 3-3-0

ResuI is
Virginia
Longwood
1
EH* Ridge Class*
Scranton
Longwood
t
Gmlford
longwood
2
Sheaandean
Longwood
2
Southside Doublehfader
L*MW*W
3
East Carolina

2

Q
3
0
0

l»nqv»*4
2
Cathohc
VCUClass)clS*[>t. 22-23)
Longwood
TowsonSt.
Longwood
Kutztown St.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS "
Name

Position

Games

MF
F
MF
F
MF
B
B
MF
F
B
B
MF
B
MF
B
F
F
MF
B
MF
B
MF

Rag Jones
Rodney Funk
Mike MaKwster
£d Regan
Mitcn Rubir.
Nils McCarty
M*e Edge
John Barone
Pat Mazzuca
Brendan Nash
Seth Johnson
ToddDyer
Jeff Boqushefsky
Jason Casano
Pat Temple
Andy TarUrton
Gregg Bailey
Ted Dor an
Rich Kk.ska
*Byron Edwards
♦Mark Voteott
*Qr*\\ Boon*

Shots

Assists

18
5

b

5
4
6

0
0
:•

b

b

8
8
3
1

b

6

4

1
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
u

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
u

93
65

9
6

4

b

5
o

D

4
3
3
3
'.
0
2
0

Longwood Totals
Opponent Totals

b

>

0

Points

4
2

11
A

1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

o

b

Goals

i

o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
S

2
-•
1
0
0

u
0
0
I
0
0

o
0
0
0
0
0
31

•Injure*

GOALKEEPER STATISTICS
Games

SH-0

Snot Aq

Sa.

Gls Ag.

Gl. A.A

Paul Parker
Steve Thompson

0
6

0
3

0
b5

0
25

0
8

0
1 33

LC Totals
Opp Totals

b

1
0

50
93

25
38

8
11

1 33
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This Is the best game I The Tribe evened up the
have ever seen played by a game 9:50 into the second
Longwood field hockey team," half and the scored remained
Lady Lancer head coach Sue at 2-2 at the end of regulation
Flnnle said Tuesday after her Ume.
team was narrowly edged out The game-winning goal
3-2 in overtime by William was scored 7:59 minutes into
the second 10-minute overand Mary at home.
Considered one of the time period to end the
biggest opponents on Long- contest.
"I don't feel like they beat
wood's schedule, the Tribe
was Jolted Just 6:06 into the us in anyway," Finnie said.
first half when senior forward "We took them completely out
Diane Brown took a short of their game plan. Unfortupass from senior forward Liz nately, we didn't use some of
An net to put the Lady the opportunities we were
Lancers ahead 1 -0.
given to score. We feel like we
"I think that really caught heat them."
the other team off guard,"
Finnie named senior goalFinnie said. "And it really keeper Kim Howells and
Jacked my team up. I had a freshman back Denlse Hanley
tremendous level of confi- as Defensive Players of the
dence in them going into this Game and senior midfielder
game and they played out- Beanie Felch received
standing."
Offensive Player of the Game
William and Mary came honors.
back at 11:50 to score off a Longwood played Richcorner shot, but Longwood mond Thursday afternoon
would not be held down. At and travels to Appalachian
19:49. sophomore midfielder State this weekend to face
Lara Cinl stroked a hard shot Eastern Kentucky and ASU.
from 40 yards out that passed
through four defenders before
hitting pay dirt to put Longwood ahead 2-1 at the half.

Lady Lancers
Stomp Six
Lady golfers beat six
Divisions I • in Chapel Hill
Longwood shot 322-318319-959 to finish 10th at the
14th Lady Tar Heel Invitational Friday through Sunday
in Chapel Hill. NC, and in the
process beat six Division I
teams who finished below the
Lady Lancers in the 16-team
event.
While Kentucky beat out
Alabama and Duke (all tied at
919) in an unusual team playoff for the top spot. Longwood scored better than Division I's Miami (FL). Penn
State. William & Mary. Minnesota, Memphis State and
Florida International.
In a field of 88 golfers.
Longwood's Ashley Warren.

84-78-74-236 (tie for 32nd).
Daphne Sole. 77-82-78-237
(tie for 35th) and Ami
Schonauer. 78-79-82-239
(44th) all played solid golf.
Only three golfers beat Warren's final day one-over-par
74.
While Sherry Evans carded
an 83-79-85-247 and Anna
Radford shot 86-89-86-261,
accounting for two of Longwood's five team scores. LC
freshman Heather Hartwick
shot 78-84-78-240 to place
45th in the field while playing
as an individual.
Next up for Longwood is
the Duke Invitational Friday
through Sunday in Durham.
NC.

Golfers 3rd at W& L Invitational
By MARK KIRK

Junior Scott Wiseman shot
a team-best 74 to help the
Longwood men's golf team
finish third over the weekend
at the rain-shortened Washington & Lee Invitational in
Lexington.
Glenvtlle State won the 15
team event with a 298. three
shots better than the University of Charleston and 12
strokes ahead of the Lancers.
The invitational was sched-

uled for two rounds, but rain
Saturday forced it to be
shortened to the one round
played on Friday. Bob
Sowards of Glenville State
won medalist honors with a
one under par 70. Wiseman's
score tied him for fourth place
overall.
Longwood also received
stellar performances from its
other members. Including Junior Jeff Smiley with a 76.
Other scores for the Lancers

were turned in by senior Tony
Good 78. Junior Darrell
Nichols 82. and sophomore
Steve Crute. 86.
The Lancers were scheduled to play at Greensboro
College Monday and Tuesday,
as well as the Old Dominion
tournament In Hampton. Va.
on Sept. 25 & 26.

926. Wake Forest 936. Iowa
936. James Madison 945.
North Carolina 955. Longwood 959. Miami 960. Penn
State 965. William & Mary
967, Minnesota 968. Memphis State 970. Florida International 973.
Team scores: Glenville
State 298. Charleston 301.
Longwood 310,
Radford
Team Scores: Kentucky 311. VMI 314. George Mason
919. Duke 919. Alabama 919. 315. Washington & Lee 318.
Furman 923. South Carolina Liberty 318. Fairmont St.

322. Virginia Wesleyan 323.
Lynchburg 324. Apprentice
School 329. Washington &
Lee (II) 330, Brtdgewater 333.
Ferrum 337.

